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Abstract—Enterprise architecture is practiced in different ways, and there are different types of enterprise architects with quite different roles. This paper looks closer at the role of enterprise architects and the importance of the enterprise architects’ understanding of boundary issues in their practice. The paper suggests that enterprise architects must focus on problem-finding more than problem-solving, and should develop not just more dialectic skills, but also dialogic skills. The paper also argues that the enterprise architects must gain a deeper understanding of the enterprise, and need to start working with other enterprise disciplines.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Being a practice-based profession and an emerging discipline, enterprise architecture is practiced in different ways [1][2][3]. Several studies of enterprise architecture practice have shed light on many important issues related to practicing enterprise architecture [4][5][6][7]. Few academic studies, however, have looked closer at the role of the enterprise architect, and how this role changes as the discipline evolves. Yet, “without this vital role, enterprises will continue to evolve in a state of chaos” [8]. This position paper discusses how the role of enterprise architects is changing. The paper begins with a brief analysis of the disciplinary scope of enterprise architecture, and then moves into a discussion about the enterprise architect’s role(s), and here identifies a number of challenges that enterprise architects are facing. The last two sections discuss ways for enterprise architects to deal with those challenges.

II. THE ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE DISCIPLINE

Enterprise architecture has traditionally been seen as a discipline working with the current and planned totality of information systems [9]. With origins in Information Systems Architecture [10], enterprise architecture has close relations to information systems literature [11], such as Information Resource Management [12][13], Enterprise Information Architecture [14] and Strategic Information Systems Planning [15]. Also, starting with the US Clinger-Cohen Act from 1996, the institutionalization of enterprise architecture in government [16] has been highly influential on the enterprise architecture discipline. Since 1999, enterprise architecture has been one of the Clinger-Cohen Core Competencies, a core body of (now) 12 competency areas identified by the US Federal CIO Council as fundamental to the effective management of federal technology resources [17].

Over the past decade, the disciplinary scope of enterprise architecture has however widened significantly [18]. The US Federal Government’s Common Approach to Federal Enterprise Architecture [19] in 2012 defined enterprise architecture as “the management best practice which can provide a consistent view across all program and service areas to support planning and decision making”. Essentially, enterprise architecture is “the inherent design and management approach essential for organizational coherence leading to alignment, agility and assurance” [1], where organizational coherence is the “logical, orderly and consistent relation of the parts to the whole” (ibid.). This follows ISO 42010:2011 which defines architecture as the “fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its environment embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its design and evolution”. This way of understanding the whole through the relationship of the parts is the foundation of systems theory [20][21]. Several researchers have also applied systems thinking [22][23][24], such as the Viable System Model [25][26], to enterprise architecture [27][28]. Others focus more on the ‘in its environment’ part and suggest a more externally oriented, market-driven perspective on enterprise architecture [29][30].

Three distinct modes of enterprise architecture – Foundation, Extended and Embedded – show how enterprise architecture is, or can be, practiced [1]. Foundation is where there is an enterprise-wide view and plan for technology and in more advanced enterprises there is use of Enterprise Business Architecture to ensure the technology and business are well aligned. This is the predominant form of enterprise architecture practiced today. Extended is where the science, tools and techniques of enterprise architecture are extended into (and used by) all parts of the enterprise to design/describe much more than technology. For example, they could be used to help design better policy or improve service descriptions. Embedded is where enterprise architecture science, tools, and techniques are ingrained in everyday processes and people contribute to the overall enterprise architecture without being enterprise architects or necessarily knowing that they are contributing to the work of the enterprise architecture. For example, the budget line items conform to enterprise architecture standards that allow parts of the enterprise’s architecture to be updated on a regular basis, but by people doing budgets, not enterprise architecture. The classic
enterprise architect then (in addition to former duties) also ensures that the artifacts created by the various process owners adhere to and contribute to an overall enterprise architecture effort.

Related to this idea, there has been a longstanding debate in the literature about what alignment is, why it is needed, how enterprises may go about the task of becoming aligned, and how it should best be researched [32]. Alignment definitions include: The degree of coherence between realized business strategy and realized IT strategy [33]; the degree of fit and integration among business strategy, IT strategy, business infrastructure, and IT infrastructure [34]; the basic principle is that IT should be managed in a way that mirrors management of the business [35]; good alignment means that the organization is applying appropriate IT in given situations in a timely way, and that these actions stay congruent with the business strategy, goals, and needs [36]; strategic alignment of IT exists when an organization’s goals and activities and the information systems that support them remain in harmony [37]; and alignment is the business and IT working together to reach a common goal [38]. In May 2013, a library database counts 281,152 peer-reviewed articles about “alignment”, and 21,199 about “business-IT alignment”. Alignment in an IT-context is today generally understood as the ability of the IT department to support the business department’s mission, vision and plans, and any existence of structures in the IT department to support the execution of the business requirements. When aligned, employees in IT act in such a way that their actions stay congruent with the business strategy, goals, and needs. However, such a definition of alignment confines the utilization to a paucity of cases. Sometimes IT is the primary anchor domain and the business is therefore required to align their strategic or structure to IT. Hence IT can both support and shape the business policies. In [34] a strategic alignment model is proposed to delineate alignment between IT and business, and the model features two types of integration: strategic integration and functional integration. Strategic integration is about alignment between strategy and operations, and is the alignment between the external and internal organizational domains (ibid). When organizations adopt a proven framework for alignment early in the planning process, these organizations save time and resources in the long run [39]. An empirical study of 63 enterprises [40] finds that there is a significant IT payoff for firms that practice strategic alignment, and other studies have shown that a strategic fit between business and IT strategies positively affect sales growth, profitability, and reputation [41][42][43].

Regardless of how IT-savvy an enterprise is, there are often other alignment needs than those between IT and business. The extended architecture focuses on all of the alignment needs of the enterprise, both in terms of strategic alignment and policy alignment, and in terms of lines of business and their alignment. In many ways, the embedded architecture is an attempt to move enterprise architecture away from the IT department and embed it in the organization’s everyday processes. The techniques and diagrams have not changed, it is the way they are used and governed by the organization that is new. This process has also been called moving from an EA-aware to an EA-infused organization [31]. The three modes of architecture are processes of accumulation, and not replacement. It is important to stress the importance of an enterprise having a balanced enterprise architecture practice, meaning that all of the three modes should be present. Balanced architecture is when an organization utilizes the best and the most appropriate characteristics of each of the three modes of enterprise architecture.

III. TYPES OF ENTERPRISE ARCHITECT

The enterprise architect’s role is one of arranging unstructured information in a useful manner that guides decision-makers in making choices that lead to performance improvements, and the following roles for enterprise architects are suggested [8]:

1. Change agent: the enterprise architect supports enterprise leaders in establishing and promoting the best strategy to accomplish business goals and objectives.

2. Communicator: the enterprise architect assists managers, analysts, systems architects, and engineers in understanding the details of the strategy sufficiently well to make decisions and execute the plan that leads to realization of the shared vision.

3. Leader: the enterprise architect participates in creating a shared vision, motivating members of the enterprise to aspire to achieving the vision, and providing clear direction regarding what is required to execute a strategy to accomplish goals and objectives.

4. Manager: the enterprise architect organizes the architecture team and ensures that adequate resources are secured to perform the architecture process.

5. Modeler: the enterprise architect provides a representation of the relationships of enterprise components with sufficient detail and in the format needed to enable making necessary decisions to execute the strategic plan.

Others focus more on role-like competency areas, for example: credible expert, strategist, politician, and leadership [44]. Several authors have focused on intermediary competencies for enterprise architects [45][46][47][48] and [45] identifies the five most important as: analytical skills; communication skills; negotiation; abstraction capacity; and sensitivity and empathy, but also finds that creativity and leadership "appear to be essential for the enterprise architect", and also identifies over 20 important competencies such as abstraction capacity, accurateness, and analytical skills. A recent survey about practicing enterprise architects [31] finds that the critical attributes of successful enterprise architects are Communicative, Pragmatic, Creative, Experienced, and Analytical. While these skills are important and necessary for practitioners, they do not say much about what the enterprise architects actually do. The work of the enterprise architecture function needs more attention [49][50]. As the enterprise architecture practice evolves, the work of the enterprise architects also evolves. Three types of enterprise architects can be identified [1]:

- Core enterprise architects: experts in enterprise architecture theory and practice.
• Implicit enterprise architects: those who support enterprise architecture work.
• Applied enterprise architects: those who define enterprise architecture requirements.

The core architects lead the enterprise architecture practice and understand the various approaches for doing enterprise architecture such that they can choose the right approach for that enterprise. They are architecture subject matter experts in enterprise architecture overall and in various supporting disciplines. They develop the standards, models, repositories, principles and the like. They are expected to be familiar with the numerous standards, conventions and communities involved in the enterprise architecture discipline. They also form an enterprise architecture team that is capable of conducting business requirement analyses at various levels of the enterprise, identifying viable alternatives and creating designs on behalf of the business owner(s) from the alternative that is selected.

Enacted business plans, business cases, organizational designs, job descriptions, process models, workflows, project plans, system specifications, information models, and the like comprise the enterprise's architecture, we realize that the people who create such artifacts are, in a very real way, architects. However, they do not normally consider themselves to be 'architects'. The idea behind embedded enterprise architecture is that we can provide these people with certain tools so that the 'architecture' they create can be standardized and their designs can be well constructed. The enterprise architect can then more readily use the 'as found' documentation. That is, the enterprise architect can use the documents as they were created for other prior purposes instead of reformatting them, re-creating them, modifying them, or entering them into a different tool. The enterprise architecture stays more current because the various process owners (implicit architects) create and use the documents as a part of their jobs, not as some extra task. These people, who have the potential to create and maintain much of the architecture, are thus an important part of the enterprise architecture team. There could be hundreds or thousands of implicit enterprise architects in medium and large size enterprises. Implicit enterprise architects can and should continue to function under their normal job titles, unless it is beneficial to give them a formal title that describes a specific architecture function – most likely a derivation of a core architecture job title. Therefore the term 'implicit' enterprise architect is a concept, not a job title or label that should be given to an individual.

Bridging the world of core and implicit enterprise architects are the applied enterprise architects. They have the task of figuring out which enterprise architecture capabilities are needed, in what form and where. They conduct the assessments and they help to promote 'opportunistic architecture.' This is where they take advantage of projects with certain characteristics to advance the goal of coherency. For example, they might know from previous assessments that the enterprise needs to standardize the way that they describe clients throughout all of the processes. If they see a project with a strong element of customer relationship management, they would support that project with an aim towards developing that standard. They would, as they start, ensure that major process owners from across the enterprise know that the standard for describing a 'client' is going to be established during the course of the project and then leverage those process owners in the development of the standard. The applied enterprise architects are usually a subset of the core enterprise architecture team, but logically separated to draw attention to the idea that from a pragmatic point of view, they may make compromises and prioritizations that the core architects should not need to consider.

IV. BOUNDARY-FOCUSED ARCHITECTS

Much of what enterprise architects do is transmit, translate and transform knowledge across boundaries, whether the boundary is between customer and vendor, between “business silos”, or between the classic ‘business’ and ‘IT’. A boundary object is something that can transmit, translate and transform knowledge across boundaries [51]. The creation and management of boundary objects is key in developing and maintaining coherence across intersecting social worlds [52]. Boundary objects are concrete objects with the ability to span boundaries, such as repositories, standardized forms and methods, objects and models [53].

There are three categories of boundary objects [54]: First, artifacts, which are the shared tools, documents, models. Second, discourse, which is a common language that can be shared across communities of practice. Third, processes, i.e., the shared processes, routines, and procedures that facilitate coordination of and between communities of practice. The enterprise architect must therefore have a very deep understanding of boundaries and boundary objects, and how to work with those.

There are three types of boundaries an enterprise architect must work with: syntactic, semantic and pragmatic [55]. Syntactic boundaries assume that knowledge can be transferred between systems as long as a common syntax is in place [51]. If there is no common syntax, transfer errors occur: NASA crashed a probe into Mars in 1999, because the two involved engineering teams were using different measurement systems [26][56]. Foundation architecture can be seen as the mode of enterprise architecture which works best at such syntactic boundaries as enterprise architecture is seen here as “the organizing logic” [57]. Enterprise architecture is here observed as a syntax (organizing logic), which is used to speak about IT in relation to business. In [57], an enterprise architecture is more of an overview picture of how IT supports the different business processes; how they support the operating model chosen. In this model, the important relationships between the subsystems are made clear, so that the IT department can know how to best support the business, which can be made explicit through contracts and service-level agreements (SLA). Foundation architecture often employs a common modeling language or a shared repository, so that requirements from the business can be transferred to the IT department. At a semantic boundary, a common language is not enough; a common understanding is needed to translate knowledge across boundaries. An effective semantic boundary object provides a concrete means for individuals to specify and learn about their
differences and dependencies across a given boundary [53]. In the extended architecture mode, the focus is on providing coherent views of an entire enterprise, encompassing strategy, business and technology. This mode of enterprise architecture thus offers the boundary objects needed to span semantic boundaries, as the focus is on creating shared understanding of the different levels in the EA3 Cube [18]. This view is especially useful as it offers the means to slice up the enterprise architecture and approach it e.g. according to line of business. In this way the shared understanding is easier to achieve, as you have a clear part of the enterprise you need to understand. An example could be the Asset Management business department of the acquiring enterprise in an M&A event, who needs to understand the Asset Management department of the acquired enterprise in order to understand the legal differences. Enterprise architecture could be used here to form a shared model and to do a gap analysis to understand the differences between the two. The purpose of the extended architecture mode, then, is to secure a shared understanding of the enterprise goal, which is often secured through modeling an as-is and a to-be description at all levels of the company [18]. The pragmatic boundary [53] is the most socially and politically complex [51]. This is because above a shared language and understanding, a common interest needs to be established to transform knowledge across such boundaries. This is particularly a problem in mergers and acquisitions, as different departments will hold different interests in how the post-merger integration should happen. The embedded enterprise architecture mode can be seen as helping to mediate across such pragmatic boundaries. Here enterprise architecture tools, methods and models are embedded in the existing, everyday processes of the organization in order to create coherency across the entire enterprise [1]. The purpose of enterprise architecture, then, is to transform this message and make it a natural and interesting part of the working practice. If this enterprise architecture mode is used, the enterprise should also have the most important parts and data for the organization mapped prior to the re-sourcing, securing the organization against lost knowledge.

Like the different modes of enterprise architecture, the three types of boundaries are all represented between the subsystems in an organization. The complexity increases with each boundary type; again just as with the enterprise architecture modes. The syntactic boundary is the simplest boundary and foundation architecture is the least complex of the enterprise architecture modes, which means that the effort and previous experience in enterprise architecture is limited. The semantic boundary is more complex, together with an extended architecture. Lastly, the pragmatic boundary is the most complex and is best handled by an embedded architecture approach. The complexity of the boundary an organization is facing should match the complexity of the enterprise architecture approach employed, following Ashby’s law of requisite variety [58]: “Control can be obtained only if the variety of the controller is at least as great as the variety of the situation to be controlled”, often also formulated as only variety can absorb (or destroy) variety [25]. The enterprise architect has a crucial role in finding the right varieties for the right situations and contexts, often in the form of principles, standards, patterns and rules.

There are many benefits from doing enterprise architecture [59], such as business-IT alignment, standardized business processes, business and process flexibility, business transformation, IT cost reduction, operating cost reduction, application maintenance cost reduction, business risk management, senior management satisfaction, quality of service improvements, among many others. But these are all intermediate benefits contributing towards three primary benefits and outcomes: alignment, agility and assurance [1]. Alignment refers to the ability of the organization to operate as one by working towards a common shared vision supported by a well-orchestrated set of strategies and actions. Agility refers to the ability of the organization to respond to and manage change. Assurance refers to the ability of the organization to establish and institutionalize (internalize) practices that ensure fulfillment of organizational goals and achievement of outcomes. Enterprise architecture is a good approach to counteract short-termism and yet deliver immediate results, such as crucial prioritizations and essential impact analyses. On January 15, 2013, a Gartner press release [60] revealed that “Enterprise Architecture Practitioners Significantly Influenced $1.1 Trillion” in worldwide enterprise IT spending. Yet, enterprise architects often need to present measures that show enterprise architecture’s impact. This can be related to cost avoidance, risk mitigation and much more, where a traditional business case is often difficult to establish. But often times, the enterprise architect really only need one or two early ‘successes’ that demonstrate enterprise architecture’s value to the enterprise to get initial buy-in [61]. However, the more successful enterprise architecture becomes in adding value to the enterprise, the more invisible it becomes; we can call it enterprise architecture by stealth, where enterprise architecture is done ‘everywhere’ in the enterprise [1]. Essentially, ‘enterprise’ means readiness to embark on bold new ventures. Enterprise architecture is especially helpful in highly complex transformations, such as M&A situations, and can be crucial to transforming enterprises, because it is essential for an enterprise to have an integrated and coherent approach to its strategies, business and technologies, and that is exactly what enterprise architecture is all about. Enterprise architecture is often considered a transformational effort dealing with change, but as laudable as that might be, this, in fact, falls well short of enterprise architecture’s full potential. If we only ever do enterprise architecture as part of a transformation project, how can enterprise architecture ever tell us what transformation to make? Therefore, enterprise architecture must become pervasive and regularized, and continuously be tied to on-going strategic planning and corporate governance.

V. THE DIALOGIC ARCHITECTS

The boundaries between “IT” and “business” are becoming more and more pragmatic, possibly because other boundaries have weakened. For example, mobile technologies such as iPads and cloud services such as Salesforce have made IT services much more available, accessible and attractive. The “Nexus of Forces” as research-advisory firm Gartner calls the combination of mobility, cloud, information (Big Data) and social media [62], is in many ways a “boundary meltdown” and opens many doors for the diligent enterprise architects. Cloud services exemplify a domain that enterprise architects
The enterprise architecture practice should be collaborative [68]. In fact, enterprise architects should be cooperative in character, and be able to engage in many kinds of communications and collaborations. Enterprise architects must have competencies in resolving conflicts, and in creating consensus, synthesis and common understanding. Such dialectic skills [69] also include detecting what might establish that common ground and the skill of seeking the intent rather than just reading the face value of the words. Enterprise architecture management is dependent on individual decisions influenced by diverse internal and external psychological factors [70]. Developing the ability to cooperate gives architects the confidence to navigate complex interactions. In facing wicked problems [71], enterprise architects must focus more on problem-finding than problem-solving. In analogy with craftsmanship, craft looks at situations in a problem-finding manner [72]. When skilled in the craft of cooperation [69], and confident in their ability to negotiate complexity, the architects can interact with those who are different, antagonistic, or even aggressive towards them. Such dialogic skills [69] also include listening well, behaving tactfully, finding points of agreement and managing disagreement, and avoiding frustration in a difficult discussion. Dialogics, or the dialogical domain, is “that world of talk that makes an open social space, where discussion can take an unforeseen direction” [69]. Dialogic conversation, the “subjunctive mood in speech”, opens a “space of ambiguity” within the conversation, for all parties equally. It also facilitates empathy, which should be distinguished from sympathy, as curiosity or wonder about an other, as opposed to identification [69]. Enterprise architecture practitioners must become better at understanding “organizingness,” [73] that which helps technology become “integrated in the workflow, ‘aligned and ‘understood”, and is “made by real world participants from absorbed coping, care, being there amidst ambiguity, intimacy, sporting hospitality as well as tamed hostility towards what the new and the unknown is disclosing” [74].

VI. THE ENTERPRISING ARCHITECTS

To fully understand the role of the enterprise architect, it is necessary to understand the word “enterprise”. Some refer to an enterprise as a “sociotechnical system”, but here “the ‘socio’ too often gets short shrift while the ‘technical’ gets the bulk of the attention,” [75] which is unfortunate since enterprise architecture is about the architecture of the enterprise and not restricted to technology in the enterprise [76]. Wordnet [77] defines enterprise as “a purposeful or industrious undertaking; an organization created for business ventures; readiness to embark on bold new ventures,” which shows the breadth of the concept of “enterprise,” and explains why enterprise architects should be “marked by imagination, initiative, and readiness to undertake new projects,” i.e., enterprising [77]. As the Chief Executive Officer is becoming a management architect [78], one who defines the principles and processes that can help an organization surface the best ideas and unleash the talents of everyone who works there, and one who wants to build a company that is truly fit for the future, there is here a golden opportunity for enterprise architects to step in and help enabling such surfacing and unleashing, but also to approach the executives about necessary structural innovations and
There are of course also other emerging best practices that particular the Viable System Model [25][26][28], because it theory this author would also include Systems Thinking, in enterprise, and both should therefore become core competency they are contributing to build a "complete" theory of the best practices that need attention. They are disruptive because should be seen as two emerging, and quite disruptive, such Enterprise Investment [79]. The enterprise architect offers a view of the enterprise as a complex system of structures, assets and resources put in place to make it work, and should be able to assess what should be done to make it work even better.

Alas, some of the established approaches to enterprise architecture have, appropriately, been criticized for having a "de-worlded" [73] view on the enterprise, where "systems are objects, knowledge is data, work is business process, and people are emotionless decision makers who have to align their preferences and adjust to the changes rationally planned for them" [74]. In a wider "big picture" of "enterprise", there are two additional ways to see the enterprise [80]: Not only should the enterprise be seen as a mesh of personalities, impressions, and images in people’s minds, expressed in symbols, language, and culture and reflecting a shared sense of purpose; it should also be seen as an experiential space for interactions of people, environments, and artifacts, addressing human motivation, perception, and behavior. Thus, in addition to the architecture perspective on the enterprise, there are important perspectives on the enterprise related to identity and experience [80].

Bringing these three perspectives together has been labeled Enterprise Design [80], which centers on Strategic Design but involves enterprise architecture and several design disciplines, including, Service Design, Experience Design and Interaction Design. Related is also what Gartner called Hybrid Thinking, which should bring together the “analytical mastery of architects and the intuitive originality of designers” [71] in a hybrid of the disciplines Enterprise Architecture and Design Thinking [81].

As a young discipline, the enterprise architecture discipline must be aware of the risks of (disciplinary) conflation [76]. Yet, being defined as a meta-discipline, enterprise architecture is the organizing meta-context and standards authority for implementing all management and technology best practices [18], and Enterprise Investment [79] and Enterprise Design [80] should be seen as two emerging, and quite disruptive, such best practices that need attention. They are disruptive because they are contributing to build a “complete” theory of the enterprise, and both should therefore become core competency areas for core enterprise architects, and Enterprise Design for implicit and applied enterprise architects. Contributing to such theory this author would also include Systems Thinking, in particular the Viable System Model [25][26][28], because it provides a unique understanding of how an enterprise works. There are of course also other emerging best practices that enterprise architects need to cope with in order to fill out the role with success, including the earlier mentioned dialogic skills.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Enterprise architecture is an evolving discipline, and the role of the enterprise architect is changing with it. In a well-established enterprise architecture practice there are core, applied and implicit enterprise architects, and enterprise architecture is a general management discipline practiced across boundaries by enterprising people with dialectic and dialogic skills.
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